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My name is Lucian Quinn, and I own one of the most successful software companies in the world.
Impressive, right? I'm also a favorite target for every hungry socialite looking to land the uncatchable
catch. Maybe it sounds vain, but the fact that I'm a god between the sheets doesn't hurt my stock
any. What these women don't know, though, is that I'm completely screwed up and damaged
beyond repair by my past. But then I meet her.... I'm Lia Adams, and I'm in my last year at St.
Claire's University in North Carolina. I'm so close to escaping from my past and making my dreams
come true. I'll do anything necessary to survive, even work as an escort to help pay for my college
expenses. The men that I accompany to various events as an escort for date night are mostly
harmless and just want an attractive woman on their arm for an evening. It has never gone further
than that...until him.
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I started reading this series in the beginning of this year. Once I read the first book, I was hooked! I
couldn't think about anything for a week besides this series. Lucian and Lia have consumed my
thoughts and I was going crazy waiting for this book to be released! I needed to know what
happened. I needed to know how their story ends.This book was the first book I ever preordered. I
usually don't preorder books, because after waiting for a long time, sometimes I lose interest in the
storyline and characters and don't end up reading the next book, but that wasn't the case of this
book. I HAD to know what happened next. Lia and Lucian feel like old friends of mine that I
personally care about. They feel real. Their story feels real. This book was so good and I love how

the story's pace was steady. It didn't feel like the author added too much unnecessary dialogue into
the book and it didn't feel like the book was rushed either. It was perfect.Lucian knows he can't live
without Lia. She's everything he wanted in a woman, but never knew he was seeking. She's his
calm in his world which otherwise would have been filled with nothing but darkness. She's the
person who sees his imperfections, but loves him despite them, and because of them. He knows
he'll do anything to keep her safe. Even if that means going against anyone who threatens their
happy life.When news of Cassie, the woman from his nightmares who almost destroyed him years
ago, starts showing signs of improvement and there's talk about her release, Lucian loses it. He
can't watch as the love of his life gets taken away from him, even if everyone keeps saying Cassie
is harmless now. He can't, won't, trust it.He'll do everything in his power to keep his past from
destroying his future.
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